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INTRODUCTION

This sermon forms a part two of this morning’s sermon on Romans 14:17-19.  We promised 
to do a deeper look into the idea of the kingdom of God and that is what we are going to 
do.  You will notice that I am using the whiteboard, and this is because it is often easier to 
illustrate it than explain it.  

The kingdom of God is a very important and misunderstood concept, and in Christianity you 
will find different brands and explanations of it.  The three main millennial positions all have 
a different view on the kingdom of God for example.  Postmills believe that the kingdom will 
come in an upswing in Christendom before Jesus returns so that Christianity can expect to 
have a worldwide effect impacting all the major institutions of society.  This leads to a 
politicised approach, the culture wars becoming a battleground, and the great commission 
including all sorts of other things other than planting churches.  There are Charismatic 
versions of this which like Bill Johnson see this as an age for miracles as an expression of 
the kingdom among us.  Dispensationalists have traditionally seen the kingdom of God as 
the kingdom of Israel where the Davidic king would sit on the throne in Jerusalem and rule 
over all the nations of the world.  The older schools of thought taught that Jesus came to 
set up this kingdom but Israel rejected Him so this plan was put on hold, while the age of 
the Gentiles goes on, and then in the Millennium we will see a fruition of the various 
prophesies that pointed to this kingdom coming to pass literally.  The Amill position like the 
Historic Premill sees the kingdom come in an already-not yet fashion.  We believe in a case 
of inaugurated but not consummated eschatology so that we live in the overlap of this age 
and the age to come.  This two part coming of the kingdom results in a kingdom of grace 
between Christ’s comings, and a kingdom of glory, not in a millennium but a new creation 
when He comes again.

This teaching is very important and does impact upon so much.  Your view of political 
involvement, your understanding of the state of Israel, your view of present suffering and 
blessing, your view of sanctification, the nature of missions, your ecclesiology and much 
more is impacted by what you believe about the kingdom.

So let’s get to it beginning with a definition.  What is the kingdom of God?  It is the new 
creation reign of God.  This is a very deliberate definition.  Notice we did not simply say the 
reign of God.  God is always reigning, and the kingdom of God as it is described in the bible 
is not merely describing God’s sovereign rule over His creation but that particular type of 
rule in the new creation where all enemies are vanquished, all sin gone and all things are 
perfect.  The Messiah, the promised Seed of Gen. 3:15 was going to come to bring in this 
kingdom.  

I have put up three figures on the whiteboard that should help with a visual explanation of 
this.  



Figure 1

The first figure is a timeline looking at all things in creation through the lens of the kingdom 
of God.  God’s plan was the new Creation, and everything in time is an anticipation towards 
the realising of that plan.  You will notice that I have divided up the biblical timeline into 6 
kingdom aspects.  There are some big words used, but all help distinguish the distinct 
phases of God bringing in His final new creation kingdom.

We begin with the protological kingdom of the garden of Eden.  Protos is the Greek word for
first, and just as Adam was the first Adam, so Eden was the first kingdom.  God’s will was 
reigning in the Garden before sin.  Adam the human vice regent of God was ruling the 
garden of God as the king over all creation on God’s behalf.  Eden was also a type pointing 
forward to the grand plan of God in the new creation.  But on account of sin the new 
creation kingdom of God in Eden was not realised and although God is still on the throne of 
the universe, His eventual plan for man was yet to be fulfilled.  Adam who should have 
destroyed the serpent and cleansed the garden was polluted and died.  God was king, but 
the kingdom had not yet come.

For want of a better name we have called the period between Adam and Abraham the 
rebellious kingdom.  There was no formal theocracy where God was king and had a vice 
regent under Him subduing the creation on His behalf, this is a period where sinful man left 
to himself attempted to build his own kingdom climaxing in the tower of Babel.  But this 
period is not all darkness the fall which marks the beginning of this stage is also the time 
when God promised a new king who would succeed where Adam failed, the Seed of the 
woman.  This promise of a child will be added to throughout the OT until we get a clearer 
view of the God man who alone can save us and be the King in the kingdom Adam could not



be.  We see the flood destroying all of humanity but one family, and the rainbow indicating 
that God will preserve the planet in an orderly fashion maintaining the stage upon which 
Christ will arrive.  

Next we have the typological kingdom.  You will notice that I have chosen to stretch this 
kingdom from Abraham all the way until the coming of Christ in His incarnation.  Not 
because Abraham was a king nor was there a theocracy but because various new creation 
blessings were intruding and making themselves felt in a typological fashion.  Firstly, 
Abraham was blessed with riches, secondly, he succeeded in battle, and thirdly, he and his 
wife were preserved from the ravages of age.  Just before Isaac was born, Abimelech 
thought Sarah was beautiful enough to put her in his harem, Gen. 20.  This family which 
experienced some of the inbreaking blessings of the new creation grew to be a family, and 
God rescued them from bondage and made a nation of them and like Adam He put them in 
a Garden of paradise, a land of milk and honey.  This period is intended as a look back to 
Eden and the theocratic conditions applied as well.  Here we see church and state are one, 
special grace and common grace are one, and a conditional basis for fellowship like the 
Garden prevails.  Salvation was by faith in Christ through the types and shadows, but the 
procurement of physical blessings and life in the land was dependent upon obedience to the
terms of the covenant.  This kingdom obtains a king in David, and there is development in a
typological anticipation of the kingdom of the one greater than Solomon.  We see in 
Solomon a king who is rich, who brings peace, who builds a temple, who judges according 
to wisdom and to whom the nations come for wisdom—all types of Christ the Great King.

But this kingdom like Eden is interrupted by sin.  Like in Eden the king of the garden 
determines the destiny of the garden and all those in it.  As Adam and Eve were exiled, so 
was Israel.  The exile is a period where they are cut off from the kingdom but God sustains 
them as pilgrims and blesses them outside of the land.  The return from exile is an anti-
climax that set up the expectation for a future fulfilling of the promises of a king and 
kingdom.  Israel lives in a type of Egyptian captivity under the tyranny of the various beasts 
Daniel foretold awaiting the mountain hewn without hands to come and destroy the 
kingdoms of men.  

This brings us to the NT and the coming of Christ in what we have called the Proleptic 
kingdom.  We have called it this because Christ through His earthly ministry puts on display 
the nature of the new creation reign of God when He heals the sick, casts out demons, 
prophesies, calms storms, feeds five thousand, raises the dead, etc.  we have a glimpse of 
the future kingdom of the King, it is a proleptic glimpse of the kingdom God is going to 
finally set up.  It is important to note the way in which the gospels emphasize the kingdom 
present where this emphasis falls into the background after Pentecost.  The 
Dispensationalists explain this to indicate that the millennium which Christ to bring in was 
put on hold and so the kingdom awaits the millennium for fulfilment.  Our view is different, 
we believe that Christ brought in His kingdom but it comes in two distinct phases.  

Figure three is a picture of two peaks of a single mountain, the first is lower and the second 
higher and we have a side view that can observe this.  At the time of the incarnation the OT
prophesies spoke of a Messiah who would come in salvation and judgement.  All the Jews 
including John the Baptist took these two parts as happening simultaneously, an error of 
prophetic parallax.  They could not see the gap inbetween because they had a front view 
not a side view.  John the Baptist was confused because he along with everyone else 
expected Jesus to destroy Rome and set up an earthly reign in Jerusalem.  Luke 7 records 
disciples from John inquiring whether Jesus was in fact the Messiah and Jesus pointed to the
saving works not judging works to answer yes, Luke 7:22, ‘And he answered them, "Go and 



tell John what you have seen and heard: the blind receive their sight, the lame walk, lepers 
are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are raised up, the poor have good news preached
to them.’

Jesus dies and is resurrected, and we believe that He ascends to the throne of David to sit 
as the victorious Messiah on a throne over all creation, matt. 28:18, ‘And Jesus came and 
said to them, "All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me.’  Christ’s 
resurrection we are told by Paul is the firstrfruits of the final resurrection 1 Cor. 15:20, as a 
result all those who are united with Him, like Him participate in the new creation power that 
resurrected Him from the dead, 2 Cor. 5:16-17, Gal. 6:15.  The new age has dawned, the 
kingdom of God as new creation reign has begun but not in its fullness.  This is the age of 
the inaugurated kingdom.  The powers of the age to come are breaking in, Heb. 6:5, even 
while this present evil age is fading away.  The permanent glory of the New Covenant has 
arrived already, 2 Cor. 3:8.  The new creation power that gave Jesus a new creation body is 
now also the same power working within us, Eph. 1:19-22.  The giving of the Spirit at 
Pentecost is how these realities are able to penetrate ahead of time.  And now by the Spirit 
we have fellowship with the future as it has transformed the humanity of Christ.  When Paul
uses the words life, power, authority or glory, all these words are filled with new creation 
significance.  Our new birth is new life from the future, our character growth is conformity 
to the future humanity of Christ presently reigning.  

There are two parts to the inaugurated kingdom.  There is the part on earth where as the 
church militant we have this glory in jars of clay and go through the tribulation.  Just as the 
head of the body went through trial and was hated and killed by the world, this is how 
Revelation portrays the church militant.  But upon dying, our spirits are glorified, though not
yet our bodies and we enjoy in the intermediate state a greater degree of new creation 
glory as we sit with Christ on thrones beyond the hand of the devil until He comes again and
we receive our new bodies as well, I have indicated this as the Millennium in the diagram.  

If we can connect this to the sermon this morning, Rom. 14:17 as it speaks about the 
kingdom being not about food and drinking but about righteousness, peace and joy in the 
Holy Spirit.  Paul is speaking about the inbreaking realities that Christ has won for us, they 
are forensic, transformative and eschatological.  The other reference to present experiences 
of the kingdom in Paul is mentioned in Col. 1:13, ‘He has delivered us from the domain of 
darkness and transferred us to the kingdom of his beloved Son.’ We are in the kingdom, it 
exists, we are citizens of it, we taste it but not yet in fullness.  We await the final 
consummation when Jesus comes again and the full reign of God in the new creation is 
realised.  

                          


